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Abstract. The law of cosines from trigonometry is used to obtain elliptic integrals o[ the second

kind o calculate the "self-circumferencen of a Reuleaux fiangle and the self-circumference of a

roor in an equilateral triangle. The Euclidean lengths of the polar duals of these sets with respect

to their centem are expressed in terms of elliptic integrals of the second kind. Geometric

inequalities for the polar duals of rotors in the plane are discussed.

l. Introduction. The law of cosines from tigonometry is used o obtain elliptic integrals of the

second kind o calculate the "self-circumferencen of a Reuleaux triangle and the self-circumference

of a rotor in an equilateral triangle. The length of the polar duals of these sets axe expressed in

terms of elliptic integrals of the second kind.

An elliptic integral of the second kind is given by

(1) E(k,q) - 1nJffi|ae, 0<k< 1.
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If the upper limit g =n/2 then the integral is called @mplete. Kline [l2] conains an historical

accountof elliptic integrals. Abramowitz and Stegun [1], and Byrd and Friedman [4] contain

properties and tables for elliptic integrals.

Let K be a centrally symmetric plane convex body, centered at the origin. We can think of

K as the unit disk for a 2-dimensional Banach space or Minkowski plane. Let o(K) denote the

length of K, computed using the metric induced by K Then o(K) is called the self-circumference

of K. More generally, if K is not necessanly centrally symmetric , and z is any interior point of K,

we can define o*(K,z) and o-(K,z) the respective positive arid negative self-circumferences of K

at z, which both reduce to dK) in case K is centrally symmetric with z as its center. Chakerian

and Talley [6] discuss various properties of the self-circumference of convex sets.

Section 2 contains preliminary definitions and concepts. In section 3 the self-circumference

of the Reuleaux triangle with respect to the center of symmetry is given. We also calculate the

length of the polar dual of the Reuleaux triangle with respect to the center. In section 4 the self-

circumference of a'rotor in an equilateral triangle called a delta curve is calculated. We also

calculate the Euclidean length of the polar dual of a delta curve using an elliptic integral of the

second kind. Section 5 mntains inequalities on polar duals of sets of constant width and rotors.

In particular we relate these inequalities to calculations in sections 3 and 4. Ghandehari and

L,ogothetti [8J have used elliptic integrals to calculate the self-circumference of Euclidean circles

with respect to an interior polnt

2. Preliminarles. By a plane convex body we mean a compact convex subset of the Euclidean

plane with non-empty interior. lrt K be a plane convex body with the origin as an interior poinL

For each angle 0, 0 3 0 s ?-n, we let r(K,0) be the radius of K in the direction 0, so that the

boundary of K has the equation r = r(K,0) in polar coordinates. The distance from the origin to

the supporting line of K with outward unit normal (cos0, sin0) is denoted by h(K,0). This is the

supporting function of K restrict€d to the unit circle. Since K is convex, it has a well-defined



unique tangent line at all but a countable number of points. We let ds(K0) represenr the element

of Euclidean arc fength of the boundary of K at a point rvhere the unit normal is given by (cosO,

sinO). The Euclidean length of K is given by

The polar dual of K, denoted by Kt, is another plane convex body having the origin as an interior

point and is defined in such a way that

(2) L(K) - Ii[,<*,f/ldl .

(3) ft(K', q - h and r(K',0) - h(K,e)

A result which we will use later in our discussion is Steinhardt's inequaliry t15J given by

(4) L(I9 L(K*) > 4r.2

If K is a centrally symmetric plane convex body centered at the origin, then the self-circumference

o(K) is given by

(t o(K)
d{K,e)

r(K,O+nl2)'

If K is not necessarily symmenic and z is any point interior to K then the positive and negative

self-circumference of K relative to z are defined bv

-l-
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where the origin of the coordinate system is at z. Both o*(K,z) and o-(K,z) reduce to dK) in the

case when K is centrally symmetric with z as its center. If Kl.and K2 are plane convex bodies

with the origin as an interior point, then the length of the positively oriented boundary of K1 with

resp€ct to K2 is given by

-2n ds(K,0)
17,r o-1K,2) = iĴo r(K,0-nl2)

(8) o*(K1,K2)- I|9

and the length of the negatively oriented boundary is given by

The Euclidean area of K is given by

(ro) A(K) - l,f1r*,e') 
dqK,o)

The mixed areaA(K1,K2) of two convex sets is defined by

(e) o-(K1 ,Kz) - I:--gt(K"o)

a
(11) A(Kl'Kr) -oh(&,0)d4K2'0)

It turns out that the mixed area is symmetric in its arguments. We next use definitions and

concepts developed above to discuss the self-circumference of sets of mnstant width and rotors in

an equilateral trian gle.

1
),
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3. Reuleaux Trianele. In this section we calculate the self-circumference of a Reuleaux

triangle with respect to the center of rotational symmetry. We also calculate the Euclidean length of

the polar dual with respect to the center of rotational symmetry.

A Reuleaux triangle is an example of a set of constant width. The rvidth of a convex curve

in a given direction is the distance between a pair of supporting lines of the curye perpendicular to

this direction. If the width of a curve is the same in all directions, then it is cailed a curve of

constant width. A simple example of a set of constant width is a circle. A Reuleaux triangle is

another example. There are other examples of sets of constant width. Results about sets of

comtant width before 1934 together with references and proofs uue presented in the monograph of

Bonnesen and Fenchel [2]. Chakerian and Groemer lfl have a survey of sets of constant width

and Yaglom and Boltyanskii [16, Chapter fl have a discussion of curves of constant width. [n our

discussion we use the Reuleanr triangle of width 1. To obtain a Reuleaux triangle of width 1,

consider an equilateral triangle with Euclidean side length equal to l. Irt each two of its vertices

be joined by a circular arc of ndius l, whose c€nter is the third vertex. This curre is called a

Reuleaux triangle. See Figure 1.

Rouleaux Triangle

Figure I
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Chakerian and Talley [6] show that the posiuve self-circumference o*(K,z) is a convex

function of an interior point z. We can use this fact to prove that the positive self-circumference of

a Reuleaux triangle anains its mirunium at the center of rotational symmeury. Assume z1 is a point

other than the center, so that o*(K,21) is a minimum. Using rotational symmetry there are poina

q,Md 23 such that o*(K,21) - o..(K,4) - o*(K,23) . Then we write the center as a convex

combinationof 21, zc,ar;td z3 toobtainacontradictionbyusingtheconvexityof o*(K,z).

Theorem I below gives the calculation for a Reuleaux triangle *ith respect to the center.

Theorem l. The self-circumference of a Reuleaux triangle K with respect to the center is given

by

(t2) o1K)-e(rr!,fr- rQ,fti)-3s( +)
where E(g,k) denotes the elliptic integral of the second hnd.

Proof. Assume the side length of the corresponding equilateral fiangle is equal to 1. To

understand this proof we use Figure 2.

**e
*-9

Figure 2

Pdr
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Let ds denote the Euclidean arc length at the point P. From the center O draw a parallel to the arc

length element ds L,et OQ= r. Note that OQ is perpendicular to AP. Let 0 = arngle PAB. Then

the angle QOB = 0 + ?n13. Use the law of cosines on the triangle QOB. Note that BQ = l, OB =tr
VJ

I nen
3

l- rz

And
ld, )r .,

72-274' cos(g*!\-:=0.3 3'3
We choose the positive root of the above quadratic equation and simplify to obtain

.(9 -2,+"osro*$

-€*( t.Trlcos'14.Tr-1I 3l
r 2L

We use the definition of self-circumference and rotational symmetrv to obdin

o(K) - rf;tffi -f.o<a .*rl'

We use trigonometric formulas 
"*21e 

+ ?nt3) = I - sin2( 0 +?nl3). And after simple calculations

and simplifications we obtain the desired result given in (12). .

The Euclidean length of the polar dual of a Reuleaux triangle can be expressed using elliptic

integrals of the second kind See Theorem 3. The following theorem gives a relationship benveen

the Euclidean length of the polar dual and the positive self-circumference. The proof is in

Ghandehari [9J and is omitted.



Theorem 2. [€t K be a plane convex body. Assume B is the Euclidean unit circle. Then the

length of B with respect to K is equal to the Euclidean length of the polar dual of Ii That is

(13) o.(B,K) - L(K').

In this section we have only given calculations for a Reuleaux triangle. Similar calculations

using the law of cosines and elliptic integrals of the second kind can be used for sets of constant

width consisting of circular arcs.

Theorem 3. Consider a Reuleaux triangle constructed on an equilateral tnangle of Euclidean side

length equal to 1. Denote it by K. Then the Euclidean length of the polar dual of K with respect to

rhe center is given by ( 14), where E(q,k) denotes the elliptic integral of the second kind.

(r4) L(K'r -Z*eer!,{t.

Proof. This calculation, similar to Theorem 1, uses the law of cosines. However for

completeness a proof is included. See Figure 3.

Figure 3
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The polar dual ofa Reuleaux triangle consisting of three stralght lines and the three arcs of ellipses

is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4

I-et 0 denote the angle POB. Irt'OP = r(0).

Then use the law of cosines on the triangle AOP. Elementary trigonometryshows thatAO=

Use the law of gines on triangleAOB to check the details

,E
3

..2n. .r. .1r, Isrn(;) srn(;) sm(;) ; I

---l--.'g--;:-E-e.
I Ao sin(f) -

Now use the law of cosines:

,'-(9 -2,(*)*u?+o)-1

* -r,(+).o,rf +o)- !-o
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cosz(g *41*z

Then ft(K',0) - -L' r(K,O)
2n1
T,l-co{0+z+cosz(o.fl6t

Tl

Then t(K'r -ui€fJo2L

I
3

3,8!
0

2 + cos210 .?

ft

- 2+ cos218 *!lae- 3'6sin(o . ?[

'-'n(-+)

where in the last step we have used the change of variable E -: - Q . o

3

-tfiSf,z+ cos'10 .!la

- sinz1o *?lae
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4. Rotors. Sets of constant width may be defined as convex curves that can be rotated in a

square so that they always touch all sides of the square. We consider curves that can be rotated

freely in the interior of an equilateral triangle. Yaglom and Boltyanskii [16, Chapter 8] contains

ProPerties of rotors in an equilateral triangle. Chakerian and Groemer [5, p.80] have further

references and properties of rotors in a polytope. In this section we discuss the self-circumference

and the polar dual of a particular roror in an equilateral triangle.

Consider an equilateral triangle ABC of height 1. With A as the center, draw an arc of

radius I to intersect the sides of the triangle at B'and C'. Then reflect the arc to obtain the

centrally symmetric convex curve in Figure 5.

Figure 5
Theorem 4 gives the self-circumference of this curve with respect to the center. Theorem 5 gives

the length of the polar dual with respect to the center.

It is known in Schaffer [13] that the self-circumference of the polar dual is equal to the self-

circumference of the original @nvex body. Thts the calculation in Theorem 4 below will also give

the self-circumference of the polar du,al of the curye with respect to the cent€r of symmetry. Also

in the previous section the same rcsult can be obtained for the polar dual of a Reulearx triangle.
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Theorem 4. (The self-circumference of a particular A-curve as an elliptic integral.)

Consider an equilateral triangle of altirude I with vertices ABC. Make an arc of a circle of

radius I tangent to the base as shown in Figure 5 to intersect two of the sides. Use reflection to

obtain a centrally symmetric convex figure K. Then the self-circumference of K with respect to the

center of symmetry is given by

(lt o(K) -

Proof: The first thing to do is to look at the sector AB'C'upside down. It will help to write the

proof in an easier manner. Look at Figure 6.

Pds

Figure 6

Find the Minkowski length of the arc D'C'with respect to the A-curve and multiply the answer by

4. Use Parirmeter 0 measured as shown in the figure. This choice is nice because the radius from

A to P is perpendicular to arc length. Also the fact that the Euclidean radius of the circle is l,
makes ds = 1 d0 = d0. Let OQ = r denote the radial function parallel to ds. By definition

J
a

L6f
-*
3
ItFrre+*E-rz
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!L
6 1- 6 -

o(K)- oi!!-o:f!!.t_r J r00

Now we will use the law of cosines on rriangle AOQ.

The angle B in the figure is given by B = g *1. The details follow. The angle B is'3
complemenraryrooAp= )-e. ThusB= 1-{'+-0) -l*0. NoterharAo =9. This62\6t3-2
involves a simple calculation on the 30n,60',9O' triangle OAC'with hypotenuse AC'= 1. Then

use the law of cosines to obtain

AQ' - r' + AO' -ZrAOco{n- p)

/ li..t F
L- 12 +t? + zrfcos(B)

-.rJ
L- rz +i*rJJcos(B) .

4

r'+1f,cos(p)-1-0.'4

- -v5.os(F)t.ffiFFT
t

Hence

By the quadratic formula

We use the positive rooL Actually we need 1/r. Then

!- j: j:3 = ,-z(@+6cos1B;), JL +3cosz(B) -'frcos(B; -\ r-
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Then tse

Use a change of variable and integrate the second part to obtain o( K) given in ( 15) as desired. .

Theorem 5. (Polar Duals of the Reuleaux riangle and a A-curve)

The Euclidean length of the polar dual of the following A-curve is calculated tsing an elliptic

integral of the second kind. Consider an equrlateral triangle of height 1. ldake an af,c and reflect it

to obtain the A-curve. See figure 7. Then

(10 L(r) - sinzr01do

Proof. Use the law of cosines from trigonomety and the following figue 7.

Figure 7

!
a

,u[.
0 '-(9 +32$ - r6E(;,+)+8./5,

where the polar dual of K is taken with respect to the center and E(; ,gr, ,ra complete elliptic

integral of the first kind.
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l-2*
Also use the support function h(K' ,g) - -* and t(r( 1 - f h(K' ,ild? . lrt 0 denore ther(K.0) Jo

r
angle with the horizontal, and OP = r(0). Note that AO = 4 ,in"u cqs(]) - g - 9- +.2 '6' AG L 2

Use the law of cosines on the triangle AOP

r .(g)' -r,f"o{e + f)- r

r'+rv5.sintal-l-o

,-
_ -./3 sin(0) r {3sinz(O) + I

2

We use the + sign since r is positive.

h(K',4) - 1-
f a6;iRo)+t -€sin(o)

-2(.6;@+6sin(d)) .

Then

!!2 2t
Le( ,q - 4th(K' ,o)do - o.rtl

00

'-(f)-l
!
a

6l
0

+ 6sin1a;)ae

T2r
- y.Eorlelae + &61- cos(o))lJ

0

- 15-
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!
t

6[
0

-1

- 16E( t,*r+ &8,

where in the last step we used the change of variable q -: - Q . c

5. Inequalities. In this section inequalities related to the self-circumference of plane sets of

constant width and rotors in an equilateral triangle are obtained. Theorem 6 below will be used to

find an inequality for self-circumference of rotors.

Theorem 6. The area of the polar dual of a rotor in an equilateral triangle of height I is at least

9n with equaliry if and only if the convex body is a circle of radius l/3.

Proof. Use K* as the polar dual with respect to the center. Then

A(K') -i'ir'r*',o)do

'12*4a1
rf r 3 2, I

- *l fr'tt( ,e)de + fr'1K' ,e)do + f r'1K' ,qd| | .
1l'o /'c {r ILT'I

Use a change of variable and let rr(K' ,0) - r(K' ,0) , rr(K' ,0) - r(K' ,e *4, ) ,

rr(K',0) -r(K',e **>. Then.3'

A(K') - )tirr' r*',0) * r"' tK',01 + rr,(K',rille .
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The function f(x) = *2 i, convex. Then

2* zl

- !.rl('r' *'r-' *'r') 
do .37f(r, * ,, * rr\' do2 Jo 3 2Jo\ 3 I --

4( \'3'"1 3 | .^
= ; lf1- | de , by the arithmetic-harmonic mean inequaliry,

- nl 
-\rr 12 rtJ

2t
13.

A(K')-; fit,t + rr' +rr')aO
4to

d0&c
0K,h()+

3
E0+h(K,0) + h(K,

Z*l

-;il

2tj

? 30 ? i*
-=f=de-=.-.9-9itZJot 2 3

3' 3'1

We have used the fact that r(K' ,0) - *. .' h(K,e)

(r7) h(K,o) + h(K,t .?, + h(K,0 * ? -,

For a rotor in an equilateral triangle of height I, the Edclidean perimeter L(K) is equal to)*
?. W" c:rn use formula (2) and the fact that the support function of a rotor satisfies (17) given
5

below
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to obtain the result. Using Steinhardt's inequaliry given in (4) and the fact that L(K) = 4, r,3'
follows that

(1S) L(K'):6n .

Note that the isoperimetric inequality together with theorem 6 also imply (18) as follows:

L'(K')> 4nA(K')> 4n-9n .

Then we obtain (18). Similar to the discussion above we obtain the fact that for a plane set of

constant width 1, the length of the polar dual satisfies

(1e) LU{)24n.

Equalities hold in ( l8) and ( 19) if and only if K is a circle an{ the polar dual is taken with respect

to the center. The analogue of theorem 6 for plane sets K of constant width I with respect to an

interior point, satisfies

(2O) A(K') z 4rc .

The proof of (2O) and its generalization is given in Ghandehari [10]. A generalization of theorem 6

in higher dimensions, theorem 7 below, is proved in Ghandehantfl.
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Theorem 7. The volume of Bre polar dual of a rotor in a regular simplex of height I satisfies

(21) V(K') > (z + t)'co"

where ar, is the volume of an n-dimensional unit ball. Equality holds if and only if K is a sphere

of radius
n+L

Hadwiger [l 1, p.278] contains inequality (22) below

(22) W,(K)^ 2 @n' .V(n"-'

where W,(n denotes the ith quermassintegral of K. We c:rn use theorem 7 andinequality (22) to '

obtain theorem 8.

Theorem E. Let K* denote the polar dual of K where K is a rotor in an ndimensional simplex of

heightn+ l. Then

(23) W,(K') >W,(B) ,

wherc B is the unit ball.

Proof. Replace K by K* in (22) to obtain

(U) W,(K')n 2 an' . V(K')"-'

Then use theorem 7. The fact that the height of the simplex is n + I implies rhat (21) will be

replaced by (25) below

(2, V(K') 2 @n .
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Then use inequalities (24) and (25) to obtain (23), as desired. .

Theorems 9 and 10 give inequalities for the self-circumference of rotors and plane sets of

constantwidth. Theproofof theorem l0issimilartotheproof of theorem9. Thusweonlyprove

theorem 9.

Theorem 9. Assume that K is aplane set of constant width 2. Denote by o,(K,z) the positive

self-circumference of K with resp€ct to an interior point z. Then

eq o,'1K,2) > 4rA(K) ,

Equality holds if and only if K is a circle centered at z.

Proof. We use (O, (3) and (11) to obtain

(/7) o,(K,z)-24K,K"),

wherc r(^ denotes the polar dual rotarcd 90'. Minkowski's inequality for two plane sets K1 and

K2 is given in (28).

(2s) [ot&, K)T . A(K,)A(K!)

See Burago andT-algeller Bl for (28) and related geometric inequalities. Now n* Qn and (28) to

obtain (29).

(2g) o,'1K,zy - \t1x,x")I = 4A(n4I()
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Using A(K)-A(K') andthefactthatforplanesetsof constantwidth l,theareaof thepolar

dual A(K') > il, we obtain (26), as desired. .

Theorem 10 below is an analogue o[ theorem 9 for rotors.

Theorem 10. Assume that K is a rotor in an equilateral triangle of height 3. Assume that

o"(K,z) denotes the positive self-circumference of K with resp€ct to an interior point e. Then

(30) o*'1K,21>  TA(K) .

Equality holds if and only if K is a circle centered at z.

We end this article with a physical interpretation of the self-circumference of the rotor in

figure 5. In the definition of self-circumference in (9 we qrn interpret the radial function as speed.

If we think of the oval in figure 5 as a wave front, then the radial function corresponds to the speed

of propagation. If we think of Minkowski arc length as time, the otal time traveled along the arc

B'C' is half of the self-circumference. One can then imagine a pendulum of length I attached atA.

The fact that the perid of a pendulum is an elliptic integral gives a connection with calculations

done in this article. For a discussion of the pendulum and its perid as an etliptic integral see

Simmoru lL4, p.2l-241.
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